Wine Tasting - $15
Arabella Chenin Blanc
2016 Robertson, South Africa
Yellow, lime green color. Guava with hints of fresh straw on the nose. Rich, racy on full on the middle palate
with a great finish! $15.99/btl

Toblar Pinot Grigio
2015 Friuli Isonzo DOC, Italy
A beautiful yellow color with copper reflections, this wine is intense and complex, with floral notes of wild roses
and acacia. It is elegant and full with a balanced acidity. This is a great pre-dinner (or beach) drink but also pairs
well with light appetizers. $19.99/btl

Chime Pinot Noir
2016 Healdsburg, California
This California Pinot Noir is dark red with some purple tones. This Pinot displays rich plummy, black fruit aromas
and flavors, which are elegantly framed by slightly smoky, caramel scented oak. This is a full bodied and full
flavored wine. $17.99/btl

Alchemy Carmenere
2014 Cachapoal Valley, Chile
A grape transplanted from France in the 1800s, and in the early days of Chile’s wine scene was thought to be
Merlot. As a result of a series of carefully carried out processes, this Carmènére shows the maximum potential
of the vineyards planted in the Valley of Almahue. Lots of ripe fruit with tar and blueberry character. Medium to
full body with a juicy finish. $25.99/btl

Pier Avenue Cabernet Sauvignon
2015 Red Mountain, Washington
The palate on this heady 100% Cabernet is packed to the brim with floral aromas and flavors of blackberry,
blueberry, black cherry and plum fruit that intermixes with hints of dark chocolate and a fresh shot of espresso.
Incredibly pure and complex, this richly textured wine is totally seamless in all of its parts, allowing for its silky
texture to shine through on the palate, with no hard edges with an amazingly long and persistent finish.
Although this wine is extremely age-worthy. The polished texture and well managed tannin will allow this wine
to provide immediate pleasure in its youth. $34.99/btl

*1 Tasting fee waived with Purchase of 3 or more bottles*
(3 bottles must collectively be valued at $60 or more to qualify)

